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Abstract—Industry 4.0 is set to be one of the new manufacturing
objectives. The technologies involved to achieve Industry 4.0 are
Internet of Things (IoT), cyber physical systems (CPS), and cloud
manufacturing (CM). However, the current objectives defined by
Industry 4.0 do not include zero defects; it only keeps the faith
of achieving nearly zero-defects state. The purpose of this paper
is to propose a platform denoted advanced manufacturing cloud
of things (AMCoT) to not only achieve the objectives of Industry
4.0 but also accomplish the goal of zero defects by applying the
technology of automatic virtual metrology (AVM). As such, by
applying Industry 4.0 together with AVM to achieve the goal of
zero defects, the era of Industry 4.1 is taking place. The application of wheel machining automation is adopted in this letter to
illustrate how AMCoT and Industry 4.1 work.
Index Terms—Intelligent and flexible manufacturing, factory
automation, industry 4.1, zero defects, automatic virtual metrology (AVM).
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I. I NTRODUCTION

S

INCE THE LATE 1960s, Zero Defects has been one
of the quality-improvement objectives for accomplishing
manufacturing quality [1]. Through prevention methods, Zero
Defects aims to boost production and minimize waste. Zero
Defects is based on the concept that the amount of mistakes
a worker makes doesn’t matter since inspectors will catch them
before they reach the customer [1].
Industry 4.0 [2], [3], since its first presentation at the
Hannover Messe 2014, is set to be one of the new manufacturing objectives and, most of all, keep the faith of achieving
nearly Zero-Defects state in the manufacturing industry [4], [5].
In other words, the goal of Industry 4.0 is a further improvement of manufacturing quality which may enable Zero-Defects
production. However, to assure Zero Defects, total inspection
should be realized. In the following, the definition and key components of Industry 4.0 as well as the concept of integrating
GAVM into WMA for total inspection are introduced.
A. Definition and Key Components of Industry 4.0
While the first industrial revolution introducing the steam
engine, the second carrying out the assembly line massproduction, and the third framing the automatic manufacture
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with electronic controllers, industrial production requirements
need further changes nowadays [6]. Not only an increasing
demand for products to satisfy customer expectations precisely,
at the same time, companies face growing pressure to manufacture at even more competitive prices. To adapt to these new
situations, the fields of systems engineering, production IT, and
business systems will need to make efforts to achieve a higher
degree than ever before for developing new scenarios of the
automatic production [2], [3], [7]. Thus, the so-called Industry
4.0, which certainly can bring a sharp growth for the traditional
production scenario, is arising spontaneously.
Industry 4.0 is a collective term for technologies and paves
the way to and for visions of a smart factory and smart manufacturing [6], which can be achieved by the integration of both
CPS [8] and IoT [7], [9]. A smart factory possesses smartmanufacturing scenarios; while smart manufacturing emphasizes man-machine cooperation and production logistics management by applying IoT, CPS, cloud-based approaches, big
data, and communicating technologies [10], [11]. Briefly speaking, in order to step forward to the next advanced manufacturing
level, Industry 4.0 focuses on enabling people, equipment and
products to communicate with each other independently; and
allows venders and their customers to stay more close in the
production processes and to react faster upon the changing
market requirements.
IoT is a communication network for connecting every physical object (or “thing”) in the real world which has naming,
sensing and processing abilities [12]. As a production factor
with ubiquitous connections, it has been considered the promising technology of IT infrastructure for seamlessly integrating
classical networks and networked objects, for data acquisition
and sharing great effects of the performance for many enterprise
system in modern manufacturing [7], [9]. On the other hand,
CPS is a term to describe the interconnection between the physical and cyber world. By integrating analog/digital hardware,
middleware, and highly flexible software behind cyber space,
CPS achieve the creation of a link between virtual elements
and real entities [8], [10], [13]. In this way, physical entities can be controlled by the intelligence from cyber elements.
Currently, embedded systems only focus on the stand-alone
computation rather than interaction with physical elements.
Thus, CPS are usually referred as advanced embedded systems because of being intrinsically connected with internetconnected objects [12] for performing desired functions that are
frequently accompanied with real-time computing capability
and are able to link each embedded system to digital networks
for independently facilitating data processing. A large number
of recent studies [11], [12], [14], [15] also emphasized that IoT
and CPS are supposed to have intelligence because they are
assumed capable of being identified, sensing events, interacting
with others, and making decisions by themselves. In summary,
IoT provides a basic platform for connecting all CPS, and
CPS cooperate seamlessly with real and virtual spaces to make
Industry 4.0 possible. Therefore, we can definitely say that there
is no CPS without IoT; no Industry 4.0 without CPS and IoT.
Cloud computing has emerged as a new trend of internet
application in recent years [16]. By leveraging and extending the characteristics of cloud computing to meet the global
and distributed requirements of current manufacturing industry,
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cloud-based manufacturing, also referred as CM, has recently
emerged as a next-generation manufacturing paradigm. As
remarked in [16], CM is characterized by many factors (such
as scalability, agility, resource pooling, virtualization, multitenancy, ubiquitous access, self-service, search engine, social
media, crowdsourcing, etc.) and is different from traditional
web- and agent-based manufacturing paradigms from several
aspects, such as computing architecture, data storage, operational process, business model, etc. Hence, CM is surely a new
paradigm which will revolutionize the manufacturing industry.
In fact, CM is also regarded as one of the best solutions for
implementing IoT/CPS [3], [6], [8], [10], [11], [16], [17], [18]
because of its powerful computing capability.
B. Integrating GAVM into Wheel Machining Automation for
Total Inspection
VM can convert sampling inspections with metrology delay
into real-time and on-line total inspection. The so-called AVM
system [21] has become an effective way to conduct workpiece measurements in high-tech industries recently, such
as the semiconductor [20], TFT-LCD [21], and solar-cell
industries [22], in which wafer and glass are workpieces in
semiconductor manufacturing and TFT-LCD manufacturing,
respectively.
As the requirements of highly securing mass-production
increase, the machine-tool industry nowadays also begins to
pursue the goal of full automation for total inspection [23],
[24]. In the current machining scenario of a manufacturing
cell for WMA, wheel quality can only be checked by an ILM
equipment for total inspection of primary precision items, and
an OMM tool for sampling inspection of secondary precision
items. In our previous studies [24], an integration system of
GED [25] and AVM, the so called GAVM system, was also successfully proposed to play the inspector role of achieving nearly
Zero Defects of automated total inspection for the machine-tool
industry.
Proper embedded-sensors are prerequisite for collecting
essential real-time process data and capturing any machining
variance from machine tools [23], [24]. Three challenges of
applying VM to machine tools addressed in [24] had been
resolved. Sufficient process data are not only collected from
sensors, but also can be 1) segmented to extract the essential parts from the original NC file for synchronizing various
machining quality/metrology data, 2) filtered for improving S/N
(signal to noise) ratios, and 3) transformed into essential features for building VM models. The corresponding solutions of
those three challenges were implemented in GED [24].
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of GAVM and the ordinary
manufacturing cell for WMA. The WMA cell layout includes
two lathes (Lathe 1 and Lathe 2), one drilling machine (Drill),
and one OMM tool for sampling inspection of all precision
items. Moreover, one robot is placed in the middle of the cell for
material handling and two buffers are installed for input/output
purposes. GED [25] is installed at the up-right corner, it collects
the machining parameters and process data from Lathe 1, Lathe
2, and Drill as well as gathers metrology data from OMM.
In addition, as depicted in Fig. 1, two more devices: wheel-ID
Reader and Laser Marker are also added into the manufacturing
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Fig. 1. Integrating GAVM into WMA.

cell. Before Lathe 1, each wheel would be engraved a unique ID
string by Laser Maker, then Reader is applied for WIP tracking.
After finishing all the machining operations, Laser Marker will
again engrave all the essential production information and VM
results on each wheel. In fact, WIP tracking is indispensable for
Industry 4.0.
Actually, the case of integrating GAVM into WMA is a
miniature of Industry 4.0, where GED is the prototype of an
IoT agent and AVM is an example of CPS. The purpose of this
paper is to enhance the functions of GED such that it can serve
as a CPA. And then, by referring to the concept of Industry 4.0
and applying CM technology [16], the so-called AMCoT for
wheel production industries is developed based on the miniature GAVM system. Finally, AVM is adopted as a cyber system
of AMCoT such that the goal of Zero Defects can be achieved.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the requirements of CPA. Section 3 introduces
AMCoT. Section 4 explains how AMCoT can be applied to
WMA. Section 5 presents the illustrative example. Section 6
discusses the two stages for achieving Zero Defects in Industry
4.1. Finally, summary and conclusions are stated in Section 7.
II. R EQUIREMENTS OF CPA
Originally, the functions of GED focused on data collection
and implementation of pluggable applications. As shown on
the left side of the GAVM architecture in Fig. 2, machining
parameters of the controller and process data of the machine
tool are collected and sent to GED via IB; also, metrology
data from an OMM are collected and sent to GED. Various
pluggable functions, such as segmentation, data cleaning, and
feature extraction, are packed as PAMs and plugged into GED
[24]. For the purpose of illustration, the WMA system shown in
Fig. 1 is adopted as an example for the following explanations.
A. Functions of CPA
To reach the goal of Industry 4.0, the functions of 3C, including computation, communication, and control [13], should be

implemented into GED so as to become a CPA for achieving
“man-machine collaboration”. Thus, the difference of CPA and
GED lies not only in the control of interaction with physical objects and cyber systems, but also in the communication
among the cyber systems (e.g. AMCoT), the physical objects
(e.g. machine tools), and human operators. In this study, CPA
serves as an important role of the CPS in 1) performing data collection as well as communicating with physical objects, cyber
systems, and human operators, 2) identifying all the physical
objects, and 3) supporting intelligent applications. More details
are described below.
1) Data Collection and Communication: Data collection
from all the physical objects (such as machine tools and OMM)
is the fundamental function of CPA. Communication among
physical objects, cyber systems, and human operators can
enable reporting and decision making of CPS. A typical example of communication in the WMA case is to report the VM
results of all the wheels for accomplishing the goal of Zero
Defects.
2) Identification: All physical objects in WMA should
be uniquely identifiable. Physical objects of WMA include
machine-tools, OMMs, robots, all the wheels, etc. CPA should
know where the object is and what the object does at any time.
For example, a laser marker is applied for engraving a unique
ID or any useful production information (such as VM results)
on each wheel by a QR code as shown in Fig. 3.
3) Intelligent Applications: Various intelligent applications
can be implemented as pluggable application modules and
plugged into CPA. Typical applications are functions of segmentation, data cleaning, and feature extraction of vibration
and current raw data collected from a machine tool [24], as
well as tool wear prediction and various predictive maintenance
applications.
B. Implementation of CPA
Based on the functions of CPA mentioned above, the implementation of CPA is explained as follows. Fig. 4 shows that
CPA consists of CPA Control Kernel, Communication Service,
Data Collection Manager, DCP, DCR, Equipment Driver,
Application Interface, and Database, which are described
below.
CPA needs to send/receive DCP, DCR, and other information
needed to/from a cyber system (such as AMCoT). To effectively
handle communications with cyber systems over a network,
Communication Service adopts SOAP and REST (representational state transfer) as the protocols to communicate with the
cyber systems.
CPA Control Kernel is the core for communications among
all modules of CPA so as to serve as the bridge between
cyber and physical worlds. CPA Control Kernel is implemented
by the model-view-controller architectural pattern [29]. Three
interconnected parts are separately responsible for their own
functions. The model directly manages data, logic, and rules
of each module in CPA by defined connection functions in
Database Controller. The controller accepts inputs from various physical objects and converts them to commands for the
model or view. In this way, physical objects in the factory
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Fig. 2. GAVM system for machine tools.

Fig. 3. A unique QR-code-identification engraved on the mounting-surface of
a wheel.

Fig. 4. CPA architecture.

can be managed and monitored in time. Basic commands for
manipulating CPA are defined in Command Handler; Page
Maker then provides a rich library for graphic user interface.
The view can be a web-based browser for human operators to
interact with CPA easily.
Database serves as the storage in CPA and it emphasizes
promptness when comparing with a cyber system’s database.
During a manufacturing process, Data Collection Manager
continuously collects related engineering data of the workpiece
under processing from Equipment Driver. Related engineering
data contain processing/machining parameters, sensor/process
data, metrology data, CPA status, and user information; these
engineering data will be stored into Database.

Equipment Driver is responsible for allowing CPA to communicate with various kinds of equipment, machines, devices,
and sensors for the purpose of data acquisition. Four types of
pluggable communication drivers are designed in Equipment
Driver so that CPA can acquire data from a wide range of
things in smart factories in the Industry 4.1 era. First, WSN,
such as ZigBee, is widely used to gather data in various wireless applications, including wireless light switches, electrical
meters, and consumer and industrial equipment that requires
short-range low-rate wireless data transfer. Such WSNs [13] are
incompatible with IP-based network. Thus, the ZigBee/WSN
driver is designed to communicate with such types of WSNs
through the USB or COM interface. Second, considering that
IPv4 is currently the dominant protocol to deliver data over
the Internet, the IPv4 driver is designed to communicate with
networking-enabled objects, such as machines, devices, RFID
(radio frequency identification) systems [18], and SCADA
(supervisory control and data acquisition) systems [10] through
Wi-Fi (wireless network) or Ethernet (wired network). Third,
IPv6 is the newest version of IP and provides sufficient addressing capacity so that every object can have a unique IP address in
the IoT. Furthermore, the 6LoWPAN [30] has been developed
to apply the IP to low-power devices with limited processing
capabilities over IEEE 802.15.4 based WSNs. Therefore, based
on the 6LoWPAN protocol, the IPv6/WSN driver is designed
to communicate with IPv6-addressed devices. Last, the GPIO
driver is designed as well to access various sensors through
GPIO pins of the CPA. Because the communication drivers are
designed to be pluggable, other types of drivers for data acquisition can be easily added in Equipment Driver to expand the
data-gathering capability of CPA.
Finally, ability of two-way communication of Equipment
Driver is essential to make the cyber-physical interactions
possible for all protocols/interfaces mentioned above.
Data Collection Manager handles and manages any
data/information acquired from Equipment Driver. The AVM
server may submit a DCP to CPA using the Data Collection
Manager interface via Communication Service. DCP is used
for specifying segmenting durations, sampling rates, and data
types during data collection. Based on DCP, Data Collection
Manager generates a DCR template for both the process data
and corresponding metrology data and requests Equipment
Driver to collect data accordingly, and then files them in DCR
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Fig. 5. One-to-many relationship among a Vender and its Customers via
AMCoT.

by following the specified XML (extensible markup language)
formats of data types collected. Data Collection Manager also
periodically sends DCR to AMCoT through Communication
Service.
Similarly, PAM, as displayed at the lower-left corner of
Fig. 4, may also submit a DCP to Data Collection Manager
through Application Interface, which is designed for enabling
customization of various PAMs independently. Design details
of Application Interface are presented in Su et al. [25].
Finally, Data Collection Manager delivers DCR to PAM via
Application Interface. PAM in CPA is designed to be pluggable
for different requirements, allowing users to replace any module they need. For machine-tool industries, segmentation, data
cleaning, and feature extraction are three indispensable PAMs
[24].
III. A DVANCED M ANUFACTURING C LOUD OF T HINGS
Due to marketing internationalization, venders and their customers usually spread around different sites/countries; or one
vender/customer owns subsidiary companies in many places.
For example, Fig. 5 shows a one-to-many relationship among a
vender and its several customers; the platform to build this relationship is the so-called AMCoT. To efficiently manage them
in different sites, AMCoT provides a cloud-based platform for
connecting and sharing all information of things among the
vender and his customers. In this way, the vender can create an
attractive after-sales service such as directly build on-demand
services/models in AMCoT, fan out real-time models over
AMCoT and monitor all the machine-tools through AMCoT
for decreasing maintenance costs. To take the functionality of
AVM model-refreshing proposed in [19] as an example, this
functionality can be enhanced and expanded under this AMCoT
platform because each customer does not need to build its own
AVM models but just downloads all the preliminary AVM models (provided by the vender) from AMCoT. As such, AMCoT
provides a platform for bridging the technology supports among
vender, customers, and manufacturing tools.
IV. A PPLYING AMC OT TO WMA
The architecture of the existing GAVM system for WMA
is shown in Fig. 6. As red curves (clouds) framing, excluding GED, all components of the AVM system including

Fig. 6. Architecture of the existing GAVM system.

AVM servers, VM Manager, Central Database, Model Creation
Server, and SOAP web-services will be implemented in a
private cloud-computing environment with a two-part scenario
according to the architecture of the cloud-based AVM system
designed in [16]. The first part is to virtualize all components
of the AVM system while keeping the implementation of each
component unchanged; the second part is to design an extra
server to act as the system’s operational core for hosting and
performing the designed functional mechanisms so as to reduce
the efforts of migrating the original AVM system to the cloud
environment.
Expanding Fig. 5, the detailed drawing of applying AMCoT
into the WMA vender site (Vender) and customer sites
(Customers) is shown in Fig. 7. The complete infrastructure of
AMCoT includes a cloud portion containing various cyber systems and one Vender site that owns a CPA and a WMA demonstrative line; as well as several Customers’ sites. Each Customer
possesses many WMA production lines. For brevity, a WMA
production line is denoted as a Cell. Hence, each Customer
owns many Cells and each Cell is equipped with a CPA for connecting to AMCoT and for deploying intelligent PAM functions
which have real-time and on-line prediction/monitoring capabilities. The intelligent PAM functions may include tool-wear
prediction, collision detection, predictive maintenance, etc. The
cyber systems developed in the cloud may contain the cloudbased AVM system, tool-life management, collision detection
management, intelligent predictive-maintenance service, etc.
V. I LLUSTRATIVE E XAMPLE
As shown at the bottom of Fig. 7, two WMA factories
for manufacturing alloy wheels are connected with AMCoT.
The factory on the left side is the Vender of selling WMArelated machine-tools. Usually, the Vender owns one standard
WMA cell for demonstration purposes. The factory on the
right side is Customer 1 that manufactures massive wheels. The
mass-production Customer 1 owns many identical WMA Cells
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Fig. 7. Detailed drawing of integrating WMA’s Vender and Customers into AMCoT.

for manufacturing wheels simultaneously. However, to manufacture various types of wheels, the machine-tools layouts,
wheel materials, tool types, and NC paths are decided upon
Customer’s demands. In the following example, production
conditions of Custom 1 are somewhat different from Vender
even though the same-type of machine tools are utilized.
The example demonstrates global cyber-physical interactions
among Vender, AMCoT, and Cell 1 of Customer 1 by applying
AVM models refreshing.
The AVM System shown in AMCoT of Fig. 7 is composed of
a Model-Creation Server, a VM Manager, several VM Clients,
and many AVM Servers as depicted in Fig. 6. The ModelCreation Server will generate the first set of VM models of a
certain machine tool type in the standard WMA Cell of the
Vender. Then, the VM Manager in the AVM System of AMCoT
can fan out the first generated set of VM models to all the AVM
Servers of the same tool type in the other Cells that connected
to AMCoT via CPAs. Then, the AVM Server of each individual
fan-out-accepter of each Cell can perform an automatic model
refreshing process to promptly refresh its own VM model set.
As a result, the VM accuracy of each AVM Server can be maintained and the AVM Server is then ready to serve various VM
applications.
Necessity for checking the conditions of a successful and
complete refreshing procedure is explained below. The physical properties of two different machine tools are less likely to be
the same. When conducting automatic fanning out, from Tool
A to Tool B for example, the prediction accuracy of the fannedout model will not be as good as that of the model created with
the original data of Tool B. Therefore, automatic model refreshing should be applied to recover the prediction accuracy of the
fanned-out model.
During the refreshing stage, the AVM Server will apply
the advanced dual-phase VM algorithm [19] to automatically
refresh the old models in Tool B. As such, the Tool B models,
originally copied from Tool A, can gradually retain its freshness
and prediction accuracy.

In other words, the AVM’s Model-Creation Server in the
cloud will build the first set of AVM models according to
Vender’s machine-tool type in the demonstrative Cell. Then, the
VM Manager in the cloud can fan out the first-set models to all
Cells with the same machine-tool type via CPAs and AMCoT.
In fact, the functionality of model-refreshing can be regarded as
a series of interactions between the cyber (AVM) system in the
cloud and physical objects (machine tools) in the Cells.
The BPNN is adopted as the algorithms of the VM models. The CHD of a wheel is selected as the key precision item
for VM to demonstrate the model-refreshing effectiveness and
adaptability of AMCoT. The AC4CH aluminum casting alloy
wheels are machined in both Vender and Cell 1 of Customer
1, while the wheel materials, cutting tools, precision items,
and machine-tool layouts are somewhat different between both
sites. One accelerometer and three current sensors are installed
in each machine tool for collecting the vibration and current signals. After segmenting signals and cleaning data, CPA extracts
a so-called concise EKC set of SFs from the collected signals
to capture real machining statuses. In EKC , the six vibration
SFs include maximum, RMS, average, skewness, kurtosis, and
standard deviation; while the four current SFs are RMS, mean,
maximum, and crest factor [24]. Therefore, the total SF number
of EKC is 18 for one machine tool.
The CHD model-refreshing results of VM are displayed in
Fig. 8. Thirty (30) historical samples are collected from Vender
and sent to AMCoT for creating the first set of AVM models.
This set of models is, then, downloaded to Vender for testing
and verification. Observing Samples 1-15, they are manufactured at Vender’s site and their VM accuracy is verified as good
with the maximal error being less than 0.02 mm. The Vender’s
CHD is close to 73.13 mm.
Afterwards, the same set of AVM models is downloaded to
Cell 1. Eighty (80) samples, from Samples 16 to 95, are tested
in Cell 1 for three (3) days. Three SCs (SC1 ~ SC3) occur prior
to Samples 16, 40, and 71, respectively. Note that, the first SC
occurs at the beginning of the very first wheel machined by the
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Fig. 8. Global cyber-physical interactions (AVM Models Refreshing). LCL: lower control limit (72.93 mm); UCL: upper control limit (73.15 mm).

machine-tool of Cell 1; the other two SCs result from tool idling
for not operating during the evening at Cell 1.
During Day 1 (between SC1 and SC2), the CHD of every
wheel is not only predicted by AVM but also measured by
OMM for the purpose of verifying the accuracy of AVM.
Observing Sample 16, the first sample exhibits a significant difference between the modeling samples and Sample 16 because
the AVM’s GSI value of that sample is much higher than its
threshold (9). The GSI is defined as the degree of similarity
between the set of process data currently inputted and all the
historical sets of process data used in the conjecture model
[26]. This high GSI value is due to the changes of main-motorcurrent RMS value at the bottom of Fig. 8, with Vender using
38A to drive the main motor and Cell 1 using 49A. As a result,
an obvious 0.02~0.03 mm of physical machining difference
exists between Vender and Cell 1.
Apparently, BPNNI accuracy [21], [24] of Sample 16 is
rather unreliable because the first set of AVM models is created from Vender without refreshing. However, after including the first physical sample of Cell 1 into the cyber AVM
models in AMCoT for refreshing, the value of BPNNII at
Sample 16 is almost the same as that of the real measurement
value. The improved VM phase-II accuracy shows that cyber
AVM models in AMCoT can be refreshed by a real measurement value collected from a physical measurement device of
Cell 1. This is a typical example of cyber-physical interaction. Subsequently, by applying the refreshed AVM models,
the BPNNI accuracy of Sample 17 is more acceptable [19].
Note that, a DQIy (metrology-data-quality) [27], [28] error is
detected successfully at Sample 38, which indicates a metrology error resulted from erroneous measurement. Of course the
measurement value of Sample 38 should not be adopted for
refreshing the AVM models. Except Samples 16 and 38, the
VM accuracy of all the other samples is within 0.02 mm that

is quite acceptable. As such, the current set of AVM models is verified and ready to be applied for production. Then,
during Day 2 (between SC2 and SC3), only Sample 40 is
needed to be measured by OMM for refreshing the AVM
models just after SC2; the CHD values of all the other samples are provided by AVM. Similarly, during Day 3 (after
SC3) only Samples 71 and 72 are measured by OMM for
refreshing the AVM models; the CHD values of all the other
samples are generated by AVM. In fact, only Sample 71 is
required to be measured for refreshing the AVM models; the
other measurement of Sample 72 is redundant for refreshing
purposes.
In conclusion, during Days 2 and 3, Samples 40-95 are manufactured; while the CHD values of only Samples 40, 71, and 72
are measured by OMM, and those of all the other 53 samples are
provided by AVM to achieve total inspection. Moreover, if there
are 30 Cells in Customer 1’s factory, then the same approach
can be applied to all the 30 Cells in parallel and simultaneously.
Therefore, the goal of total inspection that leads to Zero Defects
can be accomplished in Customer 1.
VI. T WO S TAGES OF ACHIEVING Z ERO D EFECTS
The advantage of integrating AVM into Industry 4.0 to
become Industry 4.1 is to achieve the goal of Zero Defects.
Generally speaking, two stages are involved for achieving Zero
Defects in Industry 4.1:
• Stage I: Achieving the goal of Zero Defects for all the
deliverables.
• Stage II: Achieving the goal of nearly Zero Defects for all
the products by continuous improvements.
Stage I can be accomplished by directly applying AVM to
perform total inspection on all the possible deliverables. If any
defects are found in a possible deliverable, then this one should
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not be delivered to customers. As a result, the goal of Zero
Defects for all the deliverables is achieved.
The manufacturing-related data of all the defective products
found in Stage I should be collected such that big-data analytics
can be performed on those data to find out the root causes that
result in the defects. Then, those root causes should be fixed for
reducing possible defects that may occur in the next production
run. As such, the goal of nearly Zero Defects for all the products
can be accomplished by continuous improvements. The process
mentioned in this paragraph is the so-called Stage II.
VII. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION
The concept of Industry 4.1 that contains Industry 4.0
together with AVM to achieve the goal of Zero Defects is
proposed in this paper. To begin with, the so-called CPA is
developed to serve as the enabling agent of IoT and CPS. Then,
AMCoT is developed based on CPAs to construct various CPS
via the technology of cloud manufacturing. Finally, AMCoT
together with AVM is applied for the applications of WMA to
accomplish the goal of Zero Defects.
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